PRODUCT CATALOGUE

ABOUT COVERZONE

“

SO, WHO ARE WE?

Our range of fully
tailored covers is
reasonably priced
and available from
stock. Specialist
‘Fabric Engineering’
at its very best!

The Coverzone brand was created
in 2001, manufacturing high quality,
fully tailored automotive covers and
car accessories. We are considered
one of the leading ‘Fabric Engineering’
companies in the UK.

”

Based near Worthing, West Sussex,
our distribution centre carries stock
of over 20,000 model specific car
covers as well as huge stocks of bike
covers, classic carpet sets, wheel
cover sets and car accessories.
We currently manufacture 7 car cover
ranges, each designed to protect your
vehicle from a wide variety of weather
and environmental conditions and to suit
all pockets. The Autostretch fabric has
recently been added to our range alongside
our well established Apollo, Stormforce,
Monsoon, Voyager, Kalahari and
Sahara covers.
We have 1,000’s of tailored car cover
patterns and detailed dimensions, so
even very early or rare cars are catered for.
Fully fitted car and bike covers are usually
available from stock and special ‘made to
order’ products are generally delivered
within 2-3 weeks.
We offer a product design and batch
manufacturing service from our production

RICHARD BARTON
MANAGING DIRECTOR

facility in Halesowen, West Midlands. This
factory specialises in small quantity batch
production for race teams, tuning houses,
vehicle manufacturers, automotive brand
retailers and industrial customers. We are
proud of our association with many of the
top names in the automotive world, both
in the UK and overseas. We have a network

of stockists and retailers across the UK,
Europe, and America. We also have our own
warehouses in the USA and within the EU.
This publication offers a small insight into
our company and product range. You can
find many more details at our websites:
COVER-ZONE.COM and COVER-ZONE.EU

COVER-ZONE.COM

GET IN TOUCH:

COVER-ZONE.EU

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689

WWW.COVER-ZONE.COM

FULLY TAILORED PREMIUM QUALITY OUTDOOR COVERS

APOLLO

BEST SELLING OUTDOOR COVER
FULLY TAILORED PREMIUM QUALITY OUTDOOR COVERS
The Coverzone Apollo utilises an exciting military grade fabric that
is ultra heavy duty and treated with a Teflon coating allowing water
droplets to bead on top of the fabric and simply run off. Apollo
covers are extremely robust, hard wearing and built for a long life.
They will provide the highest level of outdoor protection in any
climate and we anticipate a useful life of at least 5-7 years. These
covers are made to order in our UK factory and you can choose
from 6 different colours. Manufacturing time is usually 2-3 weeks.

HEAVY DUTY OUTDOOR COVERS TREATED WITH A TEFLON COATING

STORMFORCE

STORMFORCE 4 LAYER FULLY TAILORED CAR COVERS
Stormforce covers are our best selling waterproof covers
and can also be used indoors. We have designed them to be
suitable for use in almost any storage situation, at any time of
year, in any climate. Manufactured from a 4 layer fabric that is
waterproof yet breathable, the cover has a slightly padded feel
and a soft non-scratch layer to go against the car bodywork.
They are reinforced for long life and to withstand stormy
weather yet they are light enough to be fitted or removed
quickly and easily.

4 LAYER, FULLY BREATHABLE, FULLY WATERPROOF OUTDOOR COVERS

APOLLO CAR COVERS FEATURES

STORMFORCE CAR COVERS FEATURES

Long-term
Outdoor Storage

UK Made to Order

Fully Breathable

Choice of Colours

Fully Waterproof

Suitable for all Seasons

Multi Layer
Construction

Fully Tailored
Stretch Fit

Cover sits close to the ground to protect
expensive wheels but is high enough to
prevent damp rising up the cover.

Individual tailoring to your car’s
specification ensures a perfect fit
every time.

Durable and robust fabric accentuates
the car’s profile and protects in all
conditions.

Optional Locking Kit

Suitable for all Seasons

Tailored Fit

Frequent or
Long-term use

Ultraviolet Resistance

Super Strong

2 Year Warranty

4 Layer Construction

Sturdy Zipped
Storage Bag

2 Year Warranty

Optional Locking Kit

COLOUR CHOICE

Elasticated front and rear hems to hold
the cover in place. Front hem has a “front”
label stitched in for easy identification.

Waterproof &
Breathable

COLOUR

Black

Green

Navy Blue

Gunmetal Grey

Grey

Red

Grey

Elasticated front and rear hems to hold
the cover in place. Front hem has a “front”
label stitched in for easy identification.

Cover sits close to the ground to protect
expensive wheels but is high enough to
prevent damp rising up the cover.

Generous sized mirror pockets are
included for ease of fitment.

Breathable 4 layer latest generation
fabric to allow moisture and damp to
escape from the covered car.
GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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WINTER WATERPROOF COVER

OUTDOOR / INDOOR BREATHABLE COVER

MONSOON

MONSOON WINTER WATERPROOF CAR COVERS
Coverzone Monsoon covers are designed for long-term winter
storage where absolute waterproofing is essential. The cover
fabric combines a tough waterproof outer skin with a soft
non-woven lining that gives maximum protection to car
paintwork. Heat sealed seams complete the waterproofing
and ensures that the car will remain completely dry. This
material adopts the same temperature as the covered car
ensuring that any dew and frost will form on the outside of
the cover (unlike breathable fabrics).

FULLY WATERPROOF OUTDOOR WINTER COVERS

VOYAGER

VOYAGER OUTDOOR / INDOOR BREATHABLE CAR COVERS
Coverzone Voyager covers utilise modern, high-tech, ultra
light breathable fabrics that combine strength, durability and a
surprisingly high-tear strength. These covers are easy to fit, take
up very little storage space and are suitable for either indoor
or outdoor use in temperate and extreme conditions. In very
hot climates or Arctic regions they will perform much better
than most other fabric types and will withstand prolonged use.
The water resistant fabric does not absorb moisture and water
droplets can be shaken from the cover when it is removed.

STRONG AND LIGHTWEIGHT WATER RESISTANT COVERS

MONSOON CAR COVERS FEATURES

VOYAGER CAR COVERS FEATURES

Fully Waterproof

For use Below 21°C

Highly Water Resistant

Can be fitted to
Wet Car

Best Protection
for Winter

Tailored Fit

Suitable for all Seasons

Tailored Fit

Long-term
Outdoor Storage

Ultraviolet Resistance

Best for Daily
Driven Cars

Highly Resistant
to Sunshine

Roof Vents

Optional Locking Kit

Super Strong

12 Months Warranty

Double Layer
Construction

Heat Sealed Seams

Suits Extreme
Temperatures

Sturdy Zipped
Storage Bag

COLOUR

COLOUR

Grey

Elasticated front and rear hems to hold
the cover in place. Front hem has a “front”
label stitched in for easy identification.

Cover sits close to the ground to protect
expensive wheels but is high enough to
prevent damp rising up the cover.

Generous sized mirror pockets are
included for ease of fitments.

Roof vents allow air circulation and assist
in dispersal of condensation.

Silver

Elasticated front and rear hems to hold
the cover in place. Front hem has a “front”
label stitched in for easy identification.

Cover sits close to the ground to protect
expensive wheels but is high enough to
prevent damp rising up the cover.

Generous sized mirror pockets are
included for ease of fitment.

Reinforced underbody straps for long
life and added security.

GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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LUXURY INDOOR COVER

TAILORED INDOOR COVER

KALAHARI

AUTOSTRETCH

KALAHARI SOFT FLEECE FULLY TAILORED
CAR DUST COVERS

SOFT STRETCH POLAR FLEECE LUXURY INDOOR COVERS

Our luxury Kalahari stretch polar fleece is similar in appearance
to high quality sportswear products and the fit on the car is
just like a second skin. Choose from a wide range of colours
and contrasting piping for the side/roof line to accentuate
the curves and lines of the car. You can also choose to have
different colour mirrors, side panels or centre. These covers
are produced in our UK factory to individual special order.

FULLY FITTED LATEST GENERATION LYCRA INDOOR COVERS

NEW
PRODUCTS

KALAHARI CAR COVERS FEATURES

Cover sits close to the ground to protect
expensive wheels but is high enough to
prevent damp rising up the cover.

Mirror pockets tailored purely for your
car to ensure the ultimate body
hugging fit.

Super soft stretch fabric accentuates
vehicle profile and lines.

Autostretch covers are manufactured from a super high grade
stretch polyester and lycra mix which gives an all way stretch.
Our clever designs allow the cover to hug the contours of the car
showing every curve and profile. Our range is truly comprehensive
and all popular models are available from stock for next day
despatch. Even supercar patterns are available to order from our
UK factory and can usually be delivered in just a few working days.

AUTOSTRETCH CAR COVERS FEATURES

Luxury Indoor
Protection

Polar Fleece
Construction

Fully Breathable

Washable

Best Indoor
Dust Cover

Fully Tailored
Stretch Fit

Luxury Indoor
Protection

Tailored Fit

Long-Term
Indoor Storage

Choice of Colours

Frequent or
Long-term use

Ultraviolet Resistance

UK Made to Order

12 Months Warranty

Suitable for all
Temperatures

12 Months Warranty

Plain or
Contrasting Piping

Sturdy Zipped
Storage Bag

Body Hugging Fit

Sturdy Zipped
Storage Bag

COLOUR

COLOUR CHOICE (You can choose a different side panel colour to the roof panel).

Elasticated front and rear hems to hold
the cover in place. Front hem has a “front”
label stitched in for easy identification.

AUTOSTRETCH SUPER STRETCH TAILORED
CAR DUST COVERS

Black

Wine Red

Navy Blue

Green

Silver

Red

Royal Blue

Cream Piping

Yellow

Orange

Light Blue

White Piping

Lime
Green

Gunmetal
Grey

Black

Body hugging profile accentuates every
curve and profile of the vehicle.

Stretch hem holds cover close to the
ground to protect expensive wheels.

Large mirrors are accommodated in fully
fitted pockets.

All our covers are supplied in a sturdy zipped
storage bag at no extra charge. The bag has
a handy extra pocket for a car duster.
GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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TAILORED INDOOR COVER

SILKY SHOWROOM COVERS

SAHARA

SAHARA TAILORED INDOOR CAR DUST COVERS
Sahara covers are high quality soft, non-woven polypropylene
indoor dust covers that are made in volume to give you a great
product at a keen price. These covers are fully breathable,
washable, non-scratch, non-shrink and suitable for long or
short-term storage. They are particularly suitable for sports
and classic cars as they will not deposit fluff on mohair or
canvas hooding material and help keep interiors as well as
bodywork in good order.

FULLY TAILORED INDOOR CAR DUST COVERS

REVEAL COVERS

CAR SHOWROOM REVEAL AND LAUNCH COVERS
Our reveal covers are made to the same high standard as our
outdoor and indoor polar fleece covers. Manufactured from a
high gloss, non transparent polyester fabric, we have covers in
silver or black available from stock. There is a handy ‘front’ label
stitched in on the front hem to allow easy fitment and the cover
is supplied in a sturdy zipped storage bag.

SILKY EVENT AND CUSTOMER HANDOVER COVERS

We offer reveal covers in 3 different sizes, cars up to
4.5 metres long, cars up to 4.9 metres long and 4x4s / vans up
to 5.2 metres long. The covers are shaped to the vehicle profile
but are not fastened to the car in any way so the reveal can
be effected by taking a corner and walking away allowing
a stylish reveal at new car launches, shows and VIP events
or in customer vehicle handover areas.

SAHARA CAR COVERS FEATURES
Fully Breathable

Washable

Quality Indoor
Protection

Tailored Fit

Frequent or
Long-term use

Ultraviolet Resistance

Suitable for all
Temperatures

12 Months Warranty

Single Layer
Construction

Sturdy Zipped
Storage Bag

These covers also offer a solution if a car is parked in a very
small garage or close to a side wall in a storage facility where
a reveal cover will simply fall over the back and side of the car
completely covering it and allowing easy removal.

Part No. CSR4500
Part No. CSR4501
Part No. CSR4900

Silver Reveal Cover Cars to 4.5 Metres
Black Reveal Cover Cars to 4.5 Metres
Silver Reveal Cover Cars to 4.9 Metres

Part No. CSR4901
Part No. CSR5200
Part No. CSR5201

Black Reveal Cover Cars to 4.9 Metres
Silver Reveal Cover 4x4s & Vans to 5.2 Metres
Black Reveal Cover 4x4s & Vans to 5.2 Metres

COLOUR CHOICE
Black

Silver

COLOUR
Black

Elasticated front and rear hems to hold
the cover in place. Front hem has a “front”
label stitched in for easy identification.

Cover sits close to the ground to protect
expensive wheels but is high enough to
prevent damp rising up the cover.

Fully breathable, non-scratch, non fluff,
non-shrink, mould resistant, non-woven
polypropylene fabric.

All our covers are supplied in a sturdy zipped
storage bag at no extra charge. The storage
bag has a handy extra pocket for storage.
GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR MOTORCYCLE COVERS

MOTORCYCLE COVERS
Coverzone motorcycle covers are available
from stock in our Stormforce fully waterproof /
breathable material and Voyager lightweight
water resistant / breathable fabric.

APOLLO

STORMFORCE

HEAVY DUTY OUTDOOR COVER TREATED WITH TEFLON COATING

4 LAYER FULLY WATERPROOF BREATHABLE OUTDOOR COVER

This exciting new fabric is made to a military grade specification that is extremely
hard wearing and robust. The outer layer is knitted microfibre polyester that
provides strength and resistance to weather damage that is truly surprising.

These are our best selling waterproof covers and being fully breathable can be
used indoors as well. We have designed them to be very robust and suitable for
use in almost any storage situation in any climate at any time of year.

The special waterproof coating allows water droplets to bead on the top of the
fabric and simply run off and the coating also ensures that the cover will remain
much cleaner than a traditional bike cover. Apollo covers can be manufactured to
your exact specification to cater for panniers, top boxes and screens

There are nine stock sizes to suit mopeds,
mopeds with screens and top boxes, traditional
medium bikes, naked sports bikes, large sports
bikes, muscle bikes, touring bikes with or
without panniers and extra large adventure
bikes. These outdoor covers feature large
reinforced metal eyelets for security
locks to allow the cover to be locked in
place with your bike lock.
Additionally we manufacture luxury
Apollo (Outdoor) and Kalahari
(Indoor) fully tailored covers to
special order for most popular
models. These high quality bike
covers are very durable and offer
high levels of protection for all
storage situations.

APOLLO BIKE COVERS FEATURES

PERFECT MOTORCYCLE
STORAGE COVERS

Fully
Breathable

Fully
Waterproof

Best Protection
for Winter

STORMFORCE BIKE COVERS FEATURES

UK Made
to Order

Choice
of Colours

2 Year
Warranty

COLOUR CHOICE
Black

Fully
Breathable

Fully
Waterproof

Can be fitted
to Wet Bike

Multi Layer
Construction

Suitable for
all Seasons

2 Year
Warranty

COLOUR
Green

Grey

Red

Navy Blue

Gunmetal
Grey

Grey
GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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INDOOR / OUTDOOR MOTORCYCLE COVERS

BOAT COVERS

KALAHARI

VOYAGER

RIB BOAT & DINGHY COVERS

SOFT STRETCH POLAR FLEECE LUXURY INDOOR COVER

STRONG AND LIGHTWEIGHT WATER RESISTANT INDOOR / OUTDOOR COVER

300D DURABLE COVERS WITH A COATED SURFACE

Our Kalahari fabric is a stretch polar fleece that is similar in appearance to fleece
lined sportswear products and the fit on the bike is skin tight. Kalahari covers are
produced to your order and delivery time is 2 - 3 weeks from order placement. The
fabric is fully breathable and colourfast so these covers can be washed and will still
look pristine. These are the ultimate choice for indoor storage and will protect your
bike against dust, dirt and paintwork scuffs for many years.

Our Voyager bike covers utilise modern, high-tech, ultra light yet breathable fabrics
that combine strength, durability and a surprisingly high tear strength. The fabric
does not absorb moisture so water droplets can be easily shaken from the cover
when it is removed. Voyager covers are highly resistant to UV damage and are
suitable for use in all climates including very hot and very cold regions.

Our range of RIB Boat (inflatable) and Dinghy Covers are now
available from stock in all sizes.
The fabric is formulated for use in salt water conditions and
these covers are produced in a range of lengths and widths.

NEW
PRODUCTS

The fabric is 300D and very durable with a coated surface that
results in water beading off the surface.
These are long term storage covers and supplied with full
instructions and securing rope.

DINGHY COVERS
Part No. CDC425
Part No. CDC490
Part No. CDC565
Part No. CDC610

Dinghy Cover 3.6m to 4.2m x 2.4m Beam
Dinghy Cover 4.3m to 4.9m x 2.3m Beam
Dinghy Cover 4.9m to 5.65m x 2.5m Beam
Dinghy Cover 5.2m to 6.1m x 2.6m Beam

RIB BOAT COVERS
Part No. CRC350
Part No. CRC400
Part No. CRC500
Part No. CRC650

Rib Boat Cover 3.5m x 1.5m
Rib Boat Cover 4.0m x 1.65m
Rib Boat Cover 5.0m x 2.1m
Rib Boat Cover 6.5m x 2.5m

COLOUR
Grey

KALAHARI BIKE COVERS FEATURES

VOYAGER BIKE COVERS FEATURES
RIB BOAT & DINGHY COVERS FEATURES

Luxury Indoor
Protection

Long-Term
Indoor Storage

Fully
Breathable

UK Made
to Order

Choice
of Colours

12 Months
Warranty

COLOUR CHOICE (You can choose a different side panel colour to the roof panel)

Long-Term
Outdoor Storage

Highly Water
Resistant

Highly Resistant
to Sunshine

Suitable for
all Seasons

Suits Extreme
Temperatures

12 Months
Warranty

Long-Term
Outdoor Storage

COLOUR

Black

Navy Blue

Royal Blue

Light Blue

Silver

White Piping

Green

Wine Red

Red

Orange

Yellow

Cream Piping

Lime
Green

Gunmetal Grey

Highly Water
Resistant

Highly Resistant
to Sunshine

Suitable for
all Seasons

Suits Extreme
Temperatures

12 Months
Warranty

Silver
4 sizes to suit all popular sizes of
rib boats.

Covers are adjustable to fit with or
without outboard motor.

Separate sturdy waterproof zipped
storage bag and attachment ropes
are included.
GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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OPTIONAL EXTRAS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

WHEEL COVERS / CAR COVER NETS

SIDE PROTECTION BUFFERS & PADS

UNIQUE ADDITIONAL PROTECTION PRODUCTS

UNIQUE ADDITIONAL PROTECTION PRODUCTS

WHEEL COVERS

Coverzone Wheel Cover Sets have a unique design that allows easy fitment to most alloy
wheels and tyres without the use of straps or fasteners. Manufactured from rugged black
‘Voyager’ fabric to hide dirt and brake dust, these covers do not absorb moisture and water
droplets can be shaken from each cover when removed. They offer superb protection and
added security for expensive wheels and are supplied in a handy drawstring bag.

TRAILER NETS

Our Car Cover Storage Nets have been designed to fit over your car cover and prevent the
cover from ballooning in high winds or if the car is being towed on a trailer with a cover fitted.
Manufactured from very strong woven netting, our storage nets are fitted with a heavy duty
adjustable elastic cord that runs around the lower hem ensuring that once fitted, it remains
securely on the vehicle.
Part No.: CCN430 (cars up to 4.3 Metres long) Part No. CCN510 (cars up to 5.1 Metres long)

PRODUCTS

COVERZONE MAGNETIC DOOR GUARD PAD

COVERZONE SIDE PROTECTION BUFFERS

This clever little item is an ultra versatile all weather magnetic pad that can be easily fitted in
an instant to your car or garage wall.

Our side protection buffers concertina together to fold away into a 28cm x 12cm pack but
can be stretched along the car to prevent door dings in the most vulnerable positions.

If you are parking in a tight space you can roll the window down and place it on your car door
to prevent paint damage to your car or the car next to you as you exit the vehicle. Then back
home you can use the screws, washers and wall plugs to fit it to the garage or driveway wall
at the position where you might accidentally open the door and chip the paint.

The padded strip is held in place securely with magnets and the security strap fastens around
your seat belt to prevent theft.

This is a cheap and sensible answer to those costly door edge paint chips!
Part No. CWC101 10”-11”, CWC123 12”-13”, CWC146 14”-16”, CWC178 17”-18”, CWC190 19”-20”

NEW

These side protection pads can be used in car parks, driveways or underneath car covers and
are finished in a weatherproof black Voyager fabric
Available branded (Part No. CSP005) & plain black (Part No. CSP005U)

Available branded (Part No. CDG001) & plain black (Part No. CDG002)
GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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CAR SERVICE INTERIOR COVERS

CLASSIC CAR CARPETS

INTERIOR CAR PROTECTION KITS

CLASSIC CARPET SETS & CARPET
UNDERFELT SETS

REUSABLE CAR SERVICE INTERIOR COVERS

CLASSIC BRITISH REPLACEMENT CARPET SETS

REUSABLE VEHICLE SERVICE COMPREHENSIVE
INTERIOR KITS

HESSIAN AND LATEX BACKED CLASSIC CAR CARPETS
Carrelli Classic carpet sets are a range of replacement British
classic car carpets made for popular cars of the 50’s, 60’s and
70’s. These are produced in deep pile tufted automotive grade
carpet for long life and authentic appearance.
We have reproduced high grade Hessian (sackcloth) backed
black, red and autumn leaf brown carpet sets for many classic
saloons and sports cars. All cut edges that are visible in the
vehicle are bound with matching leather cloth and the sets are
finished with heel pads on both front floor carpets.

Our reusable interior protection covers are manufactured in a
black non-woven polypropylene material that is strong and soft.
Part No. CPK001 Comprises a universal car seat cover with
elastic straps, steering wheel cover, gear lever cover and
handbrake grip cover. Unlike cheap plastic one time use covers,
these products actually stay in situ once fitted and can be
reused many times.

In many cases gear lever and handbrake gaiters are supplied
stitched into the appropriate carpet section. These carpet sets
are produced using metal cutting dies ensuring that every
section is perfectly shaped and will fit without trimming or
modification. We have manufactured each set to suit both right
and left hand drive cars, as most were produced originally.

Part No. CPK002 Comprises 1x pair of universal car seat covers
in a soft storage bag. These have a multitude of uses from car
service protection covers, car valeting/preparation, auto body
shops, car hire, vehicle delivery agents, mobile mechanics and
home repairers/restorers.

HEAT RESISTANT SOUND DEADENING UNDERFELT KITS

Part No. CPK102 Car Steering wheel cover only
Part No. CPK103 Van/Truck Steering wheel cover only

Our carpet underfelt sets are made from a black felt material
that is acoustically very good at reducing road noise and will
reduce heat from hot exhausts and running gear.

COLOUR

Each set is cut on metal tooling dies to ensure a perfect fit and
the kits are suitable for both right and left hand drive cars.
This simple yet effective upgrade to your carpet set will
dramatically reduce interior noise making your driving
experience much more enjoyable and less tiring on
long journeys.

Black

COLOUR CHOICE
Black
Elastic steering wheel covers stretch to
all car & light van wheels.

Larger size wheel cover fits popular large
vans and trucks.

Kit includes protective sleeve covers for
gear lever and handbrake grip.

Every protection kit/pair of seat covers
are supplied in a handy storage bag.

Underfelt kit sections are all precut
to the exact profile required. Item
illustrated is for Morris Minor Saloon.

Non-slip heel pads fitted as standard.

Die cutting ensures a crisp finish to cut
sections for easy installation similar to
original equipment carpets.

Red

Brown

Carpet sets include all original sections
bound in matching leathercloth.
Set illustrated is MGA Roadster.
GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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SECURITY AND PROTECTION ACCESSORIES

SECURITY AND PROTECTION ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

ADDITIONAL SECURITY AND PROTECTION FOR BOTH COVER AND CAR

ADDITIONAL SECURITY AND PROTECTION FOR BOTH COVER AND CAR
CAR COVER OVERBODY STRAP SET
Our kit comprises 3 additional straps that
can be fitted to the outside of your cover in
bonnet, screen and roof areas. These straps
go over the cover and then underneath,
completely securing it. These are particularly
useful in windy locations or for added security.
Manufactured from strong fabric webbing and
with heavy duty fasteners. Supplied in a handy
drawstring bag for storage when not in use.
TRAILER TOW HITCH COVER
Manufactured from a sturdy black double
layer fabric, our tow hitch covers will cover
the hitch and jockey wheel area of all
popular trailers and caravans.

Part No. CCC984
Suits Cars / 4x4s
Part No. CCC985
Suits Vans / Campers
Part No. CCC989 	Single Overbody Strap 10
Metres Long

These covers are fully waterproof and
include front and rear straps for easy
attachment.
Part No. CHC101

MICROFIBRE CAR DUSTER

FLEXI FAST DRY WATER BLADE

CAR COVER SECURITY LOCKING KIT

CAR BODY PROTECTION MATS/NON-SLIP MATS

EV CHARGE FLAP KIT

Our soft silicone water blade removes water
from the car bodywork quickly, cleanly and
efficiently. The soft blade moulds to any
contour and dries paint surfaces in one pass.
The flexi-dry blade has a sturdy moulded
handle with grip and is supplied in its own
drawstring storage bag.

Designed as a non-scratch deterrent to theft
of your car cover, the plastic coated steel
cable fits under the car through eyelets
that are fitted to the lower hems of all our
outdoor car covers. This effectively secures
the cover to the car and opportunist theft
is prevented.

Our UK factory manufactures protection mats with a non-slip backing suitable for all
vehicle protection applications.

This clever kit enables the owner
of an EV to install a charge flap in their
tailored vehicle cover so the cover can
be used whilst the vehicle is on charge.

Part No. CCB001

Part No. CCB002

Part No. CLK101

Our mats can be made as a 3 layer non-slip version with padded top and reverse that
allow technician’s equipment to stay in situ whilst protecting the vehicle paintwork
against accidental scuffs and scratches.

Part No. CCC981 Replacement strap fastener
(male-fits on underbody straps)
Part No. CCC982 Replacement cover fastener
(female stitched on cover)

NPROEDW
UCTS

Our Microfibre Car Duster efficiently removes
dust from car bodywork prior to fitting a
cover or after garage storage. This duster is
specially formulated to attract dust particles
and remove them from paintwork, chrome
and glass. The product length is 66cm and
features a padded grip handle and zipped
storage sleeve.

We can produce technician wing covers, bonnet protection pads (for screen
replacement) bumper cover pads, dash covers etc. with your corporate logo included.

REPLACEMENT UNDERBODY STRAP SET
& CLIPS
Part No. CCC980 Replacement pair of car cover
underbody straps including 4x male fasteners

Part No.CEF101

GET IN TOUCH:

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689
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ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS

UK PRODUCT DESIGN AND BATCH MANUFACTURING
SPECIALIST FABRIC ENGINEERING AT ITS VERY BEST

Coverzone are well known as ‘fabric engineers’
We are suppliers to motor manufacturers, tuning shops, automotive
retailers, communications companies, industrial manufacturers
and many more.
If you have a requirement for batch quantities of outdoor or indoor
storage covers or car fabric accessories we can help. We have a
small batch production unit in Halesowen (qty 3+) as well as volume
production capability. We can make covers for you with your logo and
corporate image, team colours or in subtle shades to deter prying eyes!

We work with many UK and European vehicle manufacturers providing
covers to disguise pre-release models, for prototyping departments
and for protection during transglobal shipment.
We can also manufacture car and bike covers to your specification
and in your brand identity.
Call or email us now for an informal chat about your requirements.

TEL: (+44) 01903 764689

INFO@COVER-ZONE.COM

CHART ONE AUTOMOTIVE LTD
UNIT 3A-3C RECTORY FARM ROAD
SOMPTING WORTHING
WEST SUSSEX BN15 0DP
UNITED KINGDOM
TEL: +44 (0) 1903 764689
INFO@COVER-ZONE.COM
COVER-ZONE.COM

CHART ONE AUTOMOTIVE POLAND
SP. Z O.O.
ALEJA NIEPODLEGŁOŚCI 2A
ŻÓRAWINA 55-020 POLAND
TEL: +44 (0) 1903 764689
POLAND@COVER-ZONE.COM
COVER-ZONE.EU
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